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	Biden Wanders Off Stage After Spotting Baby in Crowd at Arizona Campaign Event: &#x2018;Couldn&#x2019;t Resist&#x2019;
President Biden on Tuesday wandered off stage, beelined toward a baby and sat in the crowd as he was being introduced at a campaign event in Phoenix. &#x201C;Well, folks, I have to tell you straight up,&#x201D; the 81-year-old president told his supporters after venturing back on-stage.&#x201C;I like you all, but I couldn&#x2019;t resist that little baby.&#x201D; Biden campaign manager Julie Ch&#xE1;vez Rodr&#xED;guez &#x2013; the granddaughter of labor icon C&#xE9;sar Ch&#xE1;vez &#x2013; was about a minute into her brief opening remarks when the president bolted from the stage. Biden continued to sit in the booth next to the mother holding her...
	Vigilantes show up to evict &#x27;squatters&#x27; at Queens home where owner was arrested - as neighbors reveal THREE people have been living there for free and carrying out work inside
Two vigilantes showed up to evict the three brazen squatters who are living at a Queens home after its owner was arrested after she tried to remove them. Adele Andaloro inherited her family&#x27;s home, located on 160th Street in Flushing, when her parents died, but was aghast when she discovered that squatters had moved into her childhood home last month, ABC7 News reported. Andaloro was in the process of selling her home. She confronted the squatters and was subsequently arrested after one of the men called the police on her for changing the locks. Furious with what is taking place,...
	Appeals court puts controversial Texas immigration law back on hold
A federal appeals court late Tuesday night put Texas&#x2019; controversial immigration law back on hold, hours after the Supreme Court had cleared the way for the state to begin enforcing the measure. In a brief order, a three-judge panel at the 5th US Circuit Court of Appeals voted 2-1 to wipe away a previous ruling from a different panel that had temporarily put the law, which would allow state officials to arrest and detain people they suspect of entering the country illegally, into effect. The panel of judges that issued Tuesday night&#x2019;s order is already set to hear arguments Wednesday...
	First person convicted of cyber-flashing in England and Wales jailed
The first person in England and Wales to be convicted of a cyber-flashing offence has been jailed for 66 weeks. Nicholas Hawkes was convicted under the Online Safety Act after cyber-flashing became an offence on January 31 this year. The 39-year-old, from Basildon, Essex, was already a convicted sex offender when he sent unsolicited images of his erect penis to a 15-year-old girl and a woman in her sixties on February 9 this year. Southend Crown Court heard on Tuesday that that evening Hawkes asked to use his father&#x2019;s phone to call probation. He went into another room where he...
	Mexico Refuses to Accept Any Migrants Deported by Texas Under New State Law
Mexico has refused to accept any migrants deported by Texas under one of the toughest immigration laws enacted by a US state in modern times.&#x22;Mexico will not accept, under any circumstances, repatriations by the State of Texas,&#x22; the government said. The statement was issued as the US Supreme Court allowed the measure, SB4, to take effect pending an appeal. The law allows police in Texas to arrest those suspected of illegally crossing the US-Mexican border. The Biden administration has challenged SB4, calling it unconstitutional.
	Over 1,000 Jewish Creatives and Professionals Have Now Denounced Jonathan Glazer&#x2019;s &#x2018;Zone of Interest&#x2019; Oscars Speech in Open Letter (EXCLUSIVE)
More than 1,000 Jewish creatives, executives and Hollywood professionals have signed an open letter denouncing Jonathan Glazer&#x2019;s &#x201C;The Zone of Interest&#x201D; Oscar speech. The list of co-signees provided to Variety Monday morning covers a broad swath of the industry including actors (Debra Messing, Tovah Feldshuh), executives (Gary Barber, Gail Berman), creators (Amy Sherman-Palladino), directors (Eli Roth, Rod Lurie), producers (Lawrence Bender, Amy Pascal, Hawk Koch, Sherry Lansing) and representatives (UTA&#x2019;s Jake Fenton, Gersh&#x2019;s Jeffrey Greenberg, attorney Craig Emmanuel). About 500 more individuals have added their names to the nearly 500 who signed on when the open letter was first published....
	Key senator criticizes Mnuchin&#x2019;s TikTok bid, ties to Gulf money
Sen. Ron Wyden, the chair of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, sharply criticized former Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, and his ties to money from the Middle East, in his effort to buy TikTok from its Chinese owner. Mnuchin told CNBC last week that he&#x2019;s assembling a group of investors to buy the platform after the House overwhelmingly passed a bill forcing it to either be sold within six months or banned from app stores. The White House has urged the Senate, where the bill has powerful backers and opponents in both parties, to move quickly. Mnuchin gave few details on...
	Katie Porter Regrets Calling California Senate Primary Election &#x27;Rigged&#x27; (Kind Of)
The congresswoman went on a podcast Tuesday where she was confronted about the claims she made after losing earlier this month JULIUS MILLEr The congresswoman went on a podcast Tuesday where she was confronted about the claims she made after losing earlier this month JULIUS MILLER5 HOURS AGO katie porter election rigged podcast Rep. Katie Porter speaks at a town hall hosted by the advocacy group March For Our Lives at East LA College. (Robert Gauthier/Los Angeles Times via Getty Images) Rep. Katie Porter is walking back her bold claims that the California Senate primary election was &#x22;rigged&#x22; after losing...
	Mayor Adams&#x2019; New York Is a Blunderful Life &#x2013; and it&#x2019;s Only Getting Worse
To judge from the happy talk coming from City Hall and Albany, these are Gotham&#x2019;s golden days. The pols point to sky-high budgets &#x2014; investments, they call them &#x2014; as proof they are fighting to make New York better than ever. To which the public responds: Liars, liars, pants on fire!New Yorkers, it turns out, see life in the five boroughs as bad and getting worse. Much worse. That&#x2019;s the resounding message from a huge survey of city residents conducted by the private Citizens Budget Commission. The findings amount to a thumbs-down response to our government overlords by painting a...
	Saudi Aramco CEO: &#x2018;The Energy Transition Is Failing. Policymakers Should Abandon the Fantasy of Phasing Out Oil and Gas&#x2019;
The climate alarmist cult is in planetary disarray, with their once-unquestionable &#x2018;scientific theories&#x2019; and &#x2018;environmental policies&#x2019; getting rejected at a rapid pace in many parts of the world. European farmers and Canadian Provincial Premiers and conservatives everywhere in the western world are getting increasingly vocal about the shortcomings of the so-called &#x2018;Green New Deal&#x2019;. In this context, it&#x2019;s reassuring to see some measure of pushback from people who have real skin in the game, like Big Oil moguls. The world&#x2019;s biggest oil producer is the Saudi company Aramco. Its CEO, Amin Nasser, just came out yesterday (18) and said that...
	REPORT: Liberal Media Turning on Fani Willis &#x2018;Like Rats Deserting a Sinking Ship&#x2019;
Despite the fact that Georgia Judge Scott McAfee has ruled that Fani Willis can remain on the Trump case, even though she has been caught in numerous lies, the liberal media knows that she is now damaged goods and they are turning on her. Talking heads at MSNBC and CNN have already thrown her under the bus. Willis is used to the fawning coverage that usually comes with being a progressive public figure who is trying to &#x2018;get&#x2019; Trump, so this could throw off her game a bit. The Washington Examiner reports: The Left turns on Fani Willis after judge...
	Intel Community Newsletter Author Says Cross-Dressing Made Him A &#x2018;Better Intelligence Officer&#x2019;: REPORT
An unidentified intelligence officer claimed that cross-dressing helped him perform his job better in an internal Director of National Intelligence (DNI) newsletter, according to The Daily Wire. The anonymous author of an article titled, &#x201C;My Gender Identity and Expression Make Me a Better Intelligence Officer,&#x201D; claimed that crossdressing &#x201C;sharpened the skills&#x201D; he used, according to The Daily Wire. The author claimed that his experiences as a cross-dresser also cultivated &#x201C;strategic empathy&#x201D; in the article.
	Big-Ticket, Expensive, Heavily Armored NATO Tanks Mostly Overweight Duds in the Russo-Ukrainian War
By a long shot, the enduring image of a NATO-standard modern main battle tank in the Russo-Ukraine War is a video of a stopped vehicle getting hammered by cheap FPV drones, before it gets set on fire and burns down to a six-million-dollar hulk. Combat video posted by the 79th Air Assault Brigade on Tuesday, reportedly from the eastern Avdiivka sector, was typical, showing a stationary US-made M1A2 Abrams tank hit with a detonation in the back of the turret, probably by a Russian FPV drone. Three crew hurl themselves from the main battle tank (MBT) as ammunition stored in...
	(It&#x27;s a Bloodbath) President Trump Reigns Supreme in Ohio, Florida and Illinois Primaries
President Trump swept the primary elections tonight in Illinois, Ohio, and his home state of Florida. President Trump won Florida with 81% of the vote. Nikki Haley had 13.9% And Governor Ron DeSantis had 3.9% Trump supporter Roger Stone weighed in on today&#x2019;s election.
	Michigan lawyer who claimed election fraud arrested after Dominion hearing
An attorney involved in efforts to upend the results of the 2020 election was arrested in federal court in Washington this week and ordered to turn herself in to authorities in Michigan as civil and criminal cases involving claims of voter fraud collided. Stefanie Lambert&#x2019;s arrest came more than a week after officials had issued a bench warrant for failing to appear for a hearing in her criminal case in Michigan, where she is charged with illegally breaching voting machines, and days after she came under scrutiny for the release of documents as the attorney for an ally of former...
	First over-the-counter birth control pill in US ships to retailers, costing about $20 for one-month pack
Opill, the first oral contraceptive approved for over-the-counter use in the United States, will be available in stores and online this month, with a manufacturer&#x2019;s suggested retail price of $19.99 for a one-month supply and $49.99 for a three-month supply, according to Perrigo, the company behind the product. Perrigo announced Monday that Opill has shipped to major retailers and pharmacies and will be available to pre-order from select retailers beginning this week. Once the product hits shelves, anyone can buy it without a prescription. It will also be available at Opill.com. Opill works as a &#x201C;mini-pill,&#x201D; using only the hormone...
	Emergency U.S. Drone Landing In Poland Prompted By Russian GPS Jamming, Experts Suspect
A United States Reaper drone was forced to make an emergency landing as its GPS signal was jammed while traveling in Polish airspace. The drone landed near the town of Miros&#x142;awiec in northwestern Poland on Tuesday, March 19, Knewz.com has learned. Poland&#x2019;s Command of the Armed Forces announced the emergency landing in a post on X. The agency shared a photo of the MQ-9 Reaper without saying why it made an emergency landing. According to Newsweek, the Pentagon confirmed the emergency landing of the piloted aircraft. The defense agency added that the aircraft was &#x22;conducting routine training operations when it...
	Florida Presidential Primary
Donald Trump wins. AP race call at 8 p.m. on March 19, 2024. AP logo estimates 97% of votes counted CANDIDATE VOTES PCT. Donald Trump GOP 906,146 81.0% Nikki Haley GOP 155,071 13.9% Ron DeSantis GOP 43,608 3.9% Chris Christie GOP 8,915 0.8%
	NYU professor claims homeschooling being used to indoctrinate kids, cheers public schools (the projection is strong with this one)
A New York University professor claimed last week homeschooled students can easily become victims of indoctrination.During an American Federation of Teachers (AFT) book club meeting, Ruth Ben-Ghiat argued the recent opposition against public schooling stems originates with authoritarians who want to indoctrinate their children via homeschooling.One of the reasons that they all go after education and one of the reasons that schools are being targeted ... A big thing is to destroy liberal, democratic models of secular education &#x2013; get everybody out of the system, put them in homeschools so they can be indoctrinated,&#x201D; Ben-Ghiat told AFT President Randi Weingarten,...
	Murphy: &#x2018;Absolutely Unrealistic&#x2019; Biden Could Have Avoided Chaotic Afghanistan Withdrawal
Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) said Tuesday on CNN&#x2019;s &#x201C;The Situation Room&#x201D; that it was &#x201C;absolutely unrealistic&#x201D; to say the Biden administration could have avoided the chaotic U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan. Host Wolf Blitzer said, &#x201C;Senator, what responsibility do you think the Biden administration bears for what happened?&#x201D;
	THE FREEPER CANTEEN - The Ice Cream Quiz - Wednesday, March 20, 2024
~ Freeper Canteen ~--Canteen Mission Statement--Showing support and boosting the morale of our military and our allies&#x27; military and family members of the above. Honoring those who have served before. Today We Want You To Take The.....Ice Cream Quiz Click HERE to take the quiz! Have fun! Please remember that The Canteen here to support and entertain our troops and veterans and their families, and is family friendly.
	Trump-backed Bernie Moreno wins Ohio GOP Senate primary
Trump-backed candidate Bernie Moreno will win the Republican nomination for Senate in Ohio to face off against incumbent Sen. Sherrod Brown (D) this November, Decision Desk HQ has projected.Moreno, a former car dealership owner and the father-in-law of Rep. Max Miller (R-Ohio), defeated state Sen. Matt Dolan (R) and Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose (R) in a messy primary that intensified in the closing days of the campaign.Moreno had built up a significant advantage over his opponents in endorsements, gathering support from former President Trump as well as influential Ohio politicians Sen. J.D. Vance (R) and Rep. Jim Jordan...
	Trump endorsed Bernie Moreno wins the Republican primary for U.S. Senate in Ohio
Decision Desk HQ projects &#x2014; Trump endorsed Bernie Moreno wins the Republican primary for U.S. Senate in Ohio
	Hollywood Can&#x27;t Get It Through Its Head That Racism Doesn&#x27;t Sell
If you didn&#x2019;t hear about a movie being released called &#x201C;The American Society of Magical Negroes&#x201D; then you couldn&#x2019;t be blamed. It&#x2019;s not a movie that was given a ton of attention&#x2026;or at least positive attention. The movie is probably one of the most racist things that has ever been put to a silver screen. The summary is that the protagonist is a young black man who is welcomed into a secret society of magical black people whose entire existence is to make white people feel safe and cared about. Throughout the movie, the protagonist struggles with his new role...
	The U.S. crime rate is still dropping, FBI data shows
New FBI data confirms previous indications that crime in the U.S. declined significantly in 2023, continuing a post-pandemic trend and belying widespread perceptions that crime is rising. The new fourth-quarter numbers showed a 13% decline in murder in 2023 from 2022, a 6% decline in reported violent crime and a 4% decline in reported property crime. That&#x2019;s based on data from around 13,000 law enforcement agencies, policing about 82% of the U.S. population, that provided the FBI with quarterly data through December. &#x201C;It suggests that when we get the final data in October, we will have seen likely the largest...

